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The Air Disaster of 10 April 

2010





96 Polish VIPs killed, 
• The Polish Presidential couple, Lech and Maria 

Kaczyński
• The President of Poland’s Central Bank, 

Slawomir Skrzypek
• Poland’s former President-in-Exile, Ryszard 

Kaczorowski
• Anna Walentynowicz, the “mother of 

Solidarity”
• The director of the Institute of National 

Memory, Janusz Kurtyka





Purpose of flight: 70th 
anniversary of the Katyń Forest 



• After signing the Ribbentrop-Molotov 
Pact, the Nazis and Soviets jointly 
launched WWII and carved up Poland.

• 26,000 Polish officers and other 
members of the elite massacred at 
Katyń and other locations in the USSR 
by the Soviet NKVD.

• This act of genocide was denied by the 
Soviets for decades. Today it is 
relativized. Refusal to acknowledge it 
as genocide.



Who was Lech Kaczyński?



• Son of a Home Army (AK) soldier and Warsaw 
Uprising (1944) veteran.

• Professor of law.

• Opposition activist and leader during communist 
era.

• Mayor of Warsaw: 2002-2005.

• President of Poland: 2005-2010.



Main thrust of domestic 
• Efforts at decommunization and 

vetting of secret police collaborators.

• Total overhaul and replacement of 
intelligence and counterintelligence 
agencies along with vetting of officers.

• Energy independence.



Sovereign foreign policy



Consolidating the Intermarium



Supporting the independence of post-
Soviet successor states



Accordingly, Kaczyński was 
not a favorite in the Kremlin



Fast forwarding to that fateful day 
…



Two separate Polish 
• Poland sent two separate delegations 

to Katyń.
• PM Tusk landed at Severnyi Smolensk 

on 7 April without problems. (Mjr. 
Protasiuk was in charge.)

• Two separate delegations showed that 
the Poles failed to present a united 
front …



Mourning the tragedy in Poland



Official mourning in 18 countries



Russia mourned too, but …



On the one hand …
• Condolences and gestures of sympathy 

we immediately offered by President 
Medvedev and PM Putin.

• Officially, the Russian government 
offered its full cooperation in the plane 
crash investigation. 



• The crash was to be 
investigated by  the Inter-
State  Aviation Commission 
(MAK), headed by (KGB) 
Gen. Tatyana Anodina.

• Medvedev also appointed 
a special governmental 
commission, chaired by PM 
Putin. 



On the other hand …
• The Russian government proved less cooperative.
• The crash scene was contaminated, but not properly 

secured. 
• Crucial parts of the aircraft were destroyed, 

damaged, or removed (e.g. cockpit).
•  Moscow refuses to hand over key items of evidence 

(e.g. original black boxes).



Pinning the blame on the Poles

• The MAK Report - officially published on 12 
January 2011 – pinned the blame squarely on 
the Poles (“pilot error” and an intoxicated 
general). 

• Comments published by the Poland voiced 
reservations and pointed out that MAK failed to 
acknowledge wrongdoing on the part of 
Russian air traffic controllers. 



Reaction in Poland
 Many Poles felt their government 
was overly docile vis-à-vis the 
Russian government throughout the 
investigation. 

 In addition to the official 
governmental “Miller Commission,” a 
parliamentary committee was 
established in the Polish parliament 
(Sejm) under Antoni Macierewicz. 
Joined by former Putin advisor 
Illarionov.

Actions of both governments 
breed various theories and 
speculations about the crash. 



Calls for international 
investigation

• 300,000 Poles call for international 
investigation.

• Demands for ICAO audit of MAK.



The United States 
• Congressman Peter King 

(R-NY) initiates two 
resolutions calling for 
int’l investigations:

• HR 1489 (30 June 2010)

• H.Con.Res.44 (15 April 
2011)



Europe
• On 2 December 2010, EU Regulation 

996/2010 on the investigation and 
prevention of accidents and incidents in 
civil aviation came into force. 

• UK MEP, Charles Tannock, calls for 
international investigation in European 
Parliament in January 2011, following 
the publication of the MAK Report.

• On 21 March 2011 a petition in support 
of such an investigation was presented 
to the EP by victims’ families (400,000 
signatures).



Warsaw-Moscow 
reconciliation on official, 



However …
 Some of Moscow’s 

actions create an 
impression that Russia 
has something to hide 
… 

 The handling of the 
investigation by both 
governments dampens 
the prospects for a 
more profound 
reconciliation. 



 Sacrificing transparency at the altar of “good 
relations” is counter-productive in the long-term.

 Can leave “bad taste” in the mouths of Poles, for 
whom it may smack of decades of Katyń denial. 

 Creates impression of Poland as weak partner.



Russia’s image abroad

• Impression created by 
Russian handling of 
inves t iga t ion has 
potential to tarnish 
the country’s image 
throughout the world. 



     “The truth shall set you free!”



   To be continued …


